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Grammar in Use Intermediate is a highly successful grammar text known for its clear, concise explanations and innovative format.
Ideal for students preparing for the TOEFL ® test or other standard examinations, the new edition of this popular North American
English grammar title offers even more support, with a larger format to include more explanation and practice, eight new units on
phrasal verbs, and 10 pages of Additional Exercises. This edition, with answers, can be used in the classroom or for self-study. It
includes a CD-ROM featuring additional practice exercises, progress reports, interactive games, and a link to the Cambridge
Dictionaries Online. You can even create your own tests to review the language learned.
The world's best-selling grammar series for learners of English. Grammar in Use Intermediate, authored by Raymond Murphy, is
the first choice for intermediate (B1-B2) learners of American English and covers all the grammar required at this level. It is a selfstudy book with simple explanations and lots of practice exercises, and has helped millions of people around the world to
communicate in English. This version does not include an answer key for the exercises and can be used as a supplementary text
in classrooms.
Varied vocabulary tests with answers; new to the popular English Vocabulary in Use series. Varied vocabulary tests with answers;
new to the popular English Vocabulary in Use series.
The world's best-selling grammar series for learners of English. To accompany Essential Grammar in Use Fourth edition, Essential
Grammar in Use Supplementary Exercises provides elementary-level learners with extra practice of the grammar covered in the
main book. The easy-to-follow exercises and full answer key make this supplementary book ideal for independent study. Extra
activities for Essential Grammar in Use are also available as a mobile app for smartphones and tablet devices, available to
purchase separately from the App Store (iOS) and Google Play (Android).
A fully updated version of the classic grammar title with an accompanying CD ROM.
English Grammar in Use is a unique combination of reference grammar and practice book for intermediate students (including
both lower and upper-intermediate). Designed as a self-study book, it will enable learners to select and study at their own speed
those grammar points which they find confusing and want to clarify. All the traditional grammar problems which intermediate
students encounter e.g. tenses, modals, prepositions etc., are thoroughly covered. The page layout of each unit makes for ease of
use, with the grammar point explained on the left-hand page and exercises to practise it on the right-hand page. There are 130
units in all, and a contents list and detailed index ensure that students can easily find the units they need.

English Grammar in Use Third edition is a fully updated version of the classic grammar title. It retains all the key features
of clarity and accessibility that have made the book popular with students and teachers alike. Designed to be flexible, the
book is available both with and without answers, making it ideal for self-study, but also suitable for reinforcement work in
the classroom. The 'with answers' version of the book comes with a handy pull-out reference panel which allows students
to review key grammar points at a glance. The book is also available with a CD-ROM, giving hundreds of interactive
exercises to reinforce the language learned in the book.
English Grammar in Use, is the ideal book for everyone who wants to create writing that is easily understood, concise,
and grammatically splendid. Whether you're writing perfect professional documents, spectacular school papers, you'll find
this English Grammar in Use indispensable. From word sentences to tenses to punctuation, Tom Gibbons an English
Teacher, guides you through getting your thoughts on paper in excellence.Using dozens of examples, and exercise
needed to provides guidelines for:* Understanding the parts of speech and elements of a sentence* Avoiding the most
common grammar and punctuation mistakes* Using correct punctuating in every sentence* Writing clearly and
directlyEasy to follow and authoritative, English Grammar in Use provides all the necessary tools to make you successful
with every type of written expression.
This book contains 200 varied exercises to provide students with extra practice of the grammar they have studied in
English Grammar in Use Third Edition. The ideal companion to English Grammar in Use, this book includes 200
additional exercises for extra practice of all the grammar covered in the main book. These supplementary exercises,
without answers, are ideal for class use.
This new edition has been thoroughly updated and revised to accompany the fourth edition of English Grammar in Use.
The book contains 200 varied exercises to provide students with extra practice of the grammar they have studied. This
'without answers' version is ideal for reinforcement work in the classroom. A version with answers is available separately.
English Grammar in UseA Self-study Reference and Practice Book for Intermediate Students of English ; with
AnswersCambridge University Press
Essential grammar reference and practice for anyone using English in a business context. Grammar for Business is a
must-have for intermediate business students and anyone using English in the workplace. It provides clear explanations
and authentic practice of the most essential language used in business English. Designed to help you improve your
communication skills in real business situations, it includes a unique focus on spoken as well as written grammar, and
practical tips on areas such as organising presentations, negotiating and giving your opinion. Ideal for classroom use and
self study.
The world's best-selling grammar series for learners of English. English Grammar in Use Online provides a brand new way to
access the world's best-selling grammar title. It contains all of the content from the fourth edition book and CD-ROM, plus other
features such as automatic marking and score tracking, an expanded Study Guide, audio to help with pronunciation, and the
option to make notes for future reference. This pack contains a 12-month renewable subscription to English Grammar in Use
Online, plus the same grammar explanations in the English Grammar in Use fourth edition book with answers, so that you will
always have a printed copy for reference.
This is an adaptation of Essential Grammar in Use for Thai elementary learners.
Grammar in Use Intermediate is a highly successful grammar text known for its clear, concise explanations and innovative format.
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The Grammar in Use Intermediate Third edition Workbook provides students with further opportunities to practice difficult grammar
points and consolidate their understanding of related topics covered in Grammar in Use Intermediate Third edition. It offers a wide
range of challenging activities and opportunities to work with grammar structures in meaningful contexts. This edition, without
answers, is ideal for classroom use.
Grammar in Use Intermediate is a highly successful grammar text known for its clear, concise explanations and innovative format.
Ideal for students preparing for the TOEFL ® test or other standard examinations, the new edition of this popular North American
English grammar title offers even more support, with a larger format to include more explanation and practice, eight new units on
phrasal verbs, and 10 pages of Additional Exercises. This edition, without answers, is ideal for classroom use. It includes a CDROM featuring additional practice exercises, progress reports, interactive games, and a link to the Cambridge Dictionaries Online.
You can even create your own tests to review the language learned.
This new edition has been updated and revised to accompany the Fifth edition of English Grammar in Use, the first choice for
intermediate (B1-B2) learners. This book contains 200 varied exercises to provide learners with extra practice of the grammar they
have studied.
A three-level series of grammar reference and practice books for teenage and young adult learners. Active Grammar Level 1
covers all the grammar taught at A1-A2 (CEF) level. The book presents grammar points in meaningful context through engaging
and informative texts, followed by clear explanations and useful tips that highlight common mistakes usually made by low-level
learners. Exam-style exercises provide plenty of challenging practice and encourage students to apply their own ideas creatively to
grammar learning. A large number of contrastive revision exercises in the book and on the CD-ROM allow students to assess and
monitor their progress at regular intervals. This version without answers and CD-ROM is suitable for classroom use and self-study.
Comprehensive course focusing on gramamr. Features extra grammar practice exercises for revision, consolidation and extension. With
answers. Suitable for self-study, and developing grammar skills.
Raymond Murphy's English Grammar in Use is the first choice for intermediate (B1-B2) learners and covers all the grammar you will need at
this level. This book without answers has clear explanations and practice exercises that have helped millions of people around the world
improve their English. It is perfect for teachers to use in the classroom as a supplementary book, for extension work, or for homework
activities.
Basic Grammar in Use, Third edition, is the lower-level text in the Grammar in Use series. It focuses on the fundamental grammar structures
normally taught in basic or introductory courses. Each of the 116 units in the Student's Book is presented in a two-page spread, with simple
explanations on the left-hand page and practice exercises to check understanding on the right. This edition, without answers, is ideal for
classroom use.
This book will train students to recognise and produce English sounds, and includes work on stress and intonation.
This American English edition of English Grammar in Use can be used both as a classroom text and as a grammar reference for students.
Each unit deals with a particular grammar point (or points), providing clear explanations and examples on the left-hand page, with exercises
to check understanding on the facing right-hand page. The book covers many of the problems intermediate students of American English
encounter, including tense usage, modals, conditionals, the subjunctive and prepositions. A separate answer key is available for self-study,
individual work in the language laboratory and as an easy reference for teachers.
The world's best-selling grammar series for learners of English. Basic Grammar in Use Fourth Edition is an American English self-study
reference and practice book for beginner level learners (A1-B1). With simple explanations, clear examples, and easy to understand
exercises, it is perfect for students who are learning on their own, but can also be used in the classroom. It comes with an easy to use answer
key in the back of the book.
This is a bilingual (English/Korean) edition of Basic Grammar in Use (With Answers) Second Edition (0521626005) targeted at learners in
Korea whose mother tongue is Korean and whose command of English is relatively weak. The classic In Use format remains, with
explanation and examples on the left page followed by exercises on the right. As in the original, there are seven Appendices, Additional
Exercises, a Study Guide and Answer Key. In the Korean Edition, grammatical explanation and terminology as well as selected example
sentences (or parts of sentences) are translated on the left page. On the right page, exercise instructions are translated. There is a modest
amount of content adaptation, typically consisting of additional explanation or examples for grammar areas which are identified as a weak
spot for Korean learners. The page dimensions and extent of the Korean Edition remain the same as the monolingual edition. The Korean
Edition does not contain a CD. In keeping with many locally-produced Korean textbooks, the cover comes with a front and back fold-over flap.
We envisage biographical information on the author and adapter on the front fold-over, and some marketing of related products to be placed
on the back fold-over.
CD-ROM provides over 200 extra exercises to help you practice the grammar presented.
Essential Grammar in Use is available with a promotional bonus extra CD-ROM. The CD-ROM contains: * over 150 interactive grammar
questions * instant scoring and feedback * electronic study guides for students to check their level * printable grammar reference pullout
panels * introduction to the range of Cambridge Learner's Dictionaries
"CD-ROM provides over 200 extra exercises to help you practice the grammar presented"--P. [3] of cover.
A fully updated version of the classic grammar title. It retains the key features of clarity and accessibility of the previous editions, adding to it
new and redesigned units and new and modified exercises.
A fully updated version of the highly successful Advanced grammar in use - extra practice is also available on a new interactive CD-ROM to
accompany the book. This is the edition with answers.
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